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ONLINE LEARNING

A week in pictures from 
across the school.

Meet the new member of 
staff joining the Rougemont

family

Our What’s on returns with 
key dates for your diary

House events return this 
term with some exciting 

plans

Happy New Year to everyone in our School 
community.  2021 is finally here but we still 
have some hurdles to navigate.

A VIRTUAL START TO THE YEAR FACING THE NEW 

YEAR TOGETHER

WELCOME NEW 

STAFF
KEY DATES HOUSE UPDATES

2021 has, so far however, been quite a challenge for us 

all.  As schools across the nation closed once more, it felt 

as if we were back to square one.

However, our online learning platform swiftly went into 

operation once more with all pupils from Reception to 

Sixth Form engaging in fully timetabled online lessons.  

Our teachers are again doing an extraordinary job of 

transitioning lessons from the physical classroom to the 

virtual one with pupil online engagement at an all-time 

high.  This of course wouldn’t be possible without the 

support from parents and I would like to thank you for 

helping us ensure pupils’ education continues as 

seamlessly as it possibly can during this time.  Whilst we 

are extremely pleased with pupil participation across the 

google classroom, we remind pupils and parents of the 

School’s guidelines and expectations for successful 

delivery of online provision.

We remain hopeful that as the weeks progress we will 

see restrictions lifted in line with Government guidelines 

and we will of course keep you apprised of any updates in 

due course.  In the meantime, we hope you enjoy taking a 

look at some of the fantastic work being carried out online 

by our pupils this week.  Well done, all!

Mr Rob Carnevale  |  Headmaster
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Year 1 created some fabulous pop art dinosaurs in art as part of their themed topic ‘Dinos’.

POP ART DINOS

Welcome back to a slightly unusual January, but one 

still full of excitement, variety, challenge and activity! 

Whilst the Prep School is a littler quieter than usual, 

the sounds of excited chatter and happy interactions 

… albeit via a screen in many cases … still flutter 

through the classrooms. 

It really is lovely to see the breadth of experience and 

opportunity across the year groups and the plethora of 

different subjects.  Maths and English remain stalwart 

sessions each day, from Reception reading ‘The 

Ninjabread Man’ and sharing their brilliant ninja 

moves, right through to our Upper Juniors’ fabulous 

extended writing. 

The children are also embracing their reading, with 

many enjoying individual or small group sessions; our 

online platform actually facilitates this incredibly well. 

Of course, Science experiments, Pop Art dinosaurs, 

Boxercise, Blue Planet discoveries all punctuate the 

day, with smiles and questions aplenty! Whilst we very 

much look forward to welcoming everyone back, it is 

wonderful to see the children engaging so well!

Mrs Pritchard  |  Head of the Prep School

KEY WORKER HUB

Pupils accessing the key worker provision on site have 

been following the online-based learning in line with 

those pupils learning from home.  It’s been wonderful to 

see the resilience of all pupils both in and out of School 

at this time.

Here are Year 4 continuing their group reading 

programme online with their peers joining from the 

classroom.

PREP SCHOOL NEWS

PUPILS COMING TOGETHER 

‘VIRTUALLY’!

Mrs Pritchard welcomes back pupils from Nursery to Year 6

Some key worker pupils have been in School since the 
national lockdown was announced.
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NURSERY NEWS

The Caterpillar 

Room was a 

hive of activity 

this week!

Counting and 

number-work in 

the Bumblebee 

classroom!

And we all love 

to end the day 

with a play in Mr 

Wobble’s Soft 

Play area in 

Butterfly room.

Our youngest cohorts have been back in School this week
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PREP NEWS

RECEPTION

Great ninja moves 

from Reception for 

their story with a 

twist, ‘The 

Ninjabread Man’!

In Maths, pupils are 

thinking about 

numbers that make 

‘5’.

YEAR 1

Key worker pupils start 

each morning with a 

dinosaur themed 

workout.  The triceratops 

charge is a firm favourite!

And some pupils even 

found a real dinosaur in 

the corridor as they 

completed their dino fact-

files!

YEAR 2

‘Muck, Mess & 

Mixtures’ is the topic 

this term and Mrs 

Mountford conducted 

a fun live experiment 

online for the Year 2 

virtual classroom!

A week in pictures
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PREP NEWS

YEAR 2

Our PHSE topic is 

‘Success & Winners’.  

Pupils looked at how 

starfish stick to rocks 

and how we can ‘stick 

at it’ like a starfish 

when things get hard.

YEAR 3

Pupils are working hard during 

online Maths class with Mrs 

Carroll sharing times table 

practice ideas and patterns on 

how to remember those sums! 

(L)

Later in the week, Mr Rowlands 

and Year 3 played a trick on 

Mrs Carroll and tuned in for the 

end of the day meet-up 

wearing hilarious hats! ®

YEAR 4

‘Blue Planet’ is this 

term’s topic.

Pupils created their 

own ‘through the 

porthole’ artwork to 

convey what they 

would like to learn 

about the deep blue 

sea!
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PREP NEWS

YEAR 5

Excellent descriptive 

writing from pupils in 

Year 5 this week.

YEAR 6

Pupils begin their 

History studies on 

WW2 this term.

Some brilliant poster 

creations from 

pupils.

We enjoy seeing the 

wonderful work carried 

out by pupils via the 

online classroom.  

Please feel free to send 

your photos in:

Helen.marshall@rsch.co.uk
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Year 8 completed a group portraiture project based on the work of the artist Chuck Close.  Outstanding results!

CREATIVE MINDS

We appreciate that this is an extremely challenging time 

for all our pupils, but are exceptionally proud of the way 

that all are conducting themselves via our online platform. 

Teachers love their live lessons and although nothing will 

ever replace the classroom environment, it is still fantastic 

to be able to see familiar faces and deliver lessons and 

pastoral support. 

Speaking of familiar faces, please remind your children as 

a matter of protocol to keep their cameras on, and their 

microphones on mute at the start of each lesson. So 

much of our teaching is via facial expression that it is 

difficult to communicate as effectively if we cannot see 

each other. 

As well as lessons, please remember that assemblies, 

pastoral check-ins and House competitions are still 

running; do remind your children to keep checking in with 

their Form Tutors and Heads of Year to let us know how 

they are, and to find out the latest information, so that 

they do not miss out. 

Well done, everyone; it’s lovely to see you.

Mrs S Archer  |  Deputy Head Seniors

ECDL SUCCESS FOR 
PUPILS

ECDL is the benchmark for digital literacy in educational systems around the globe. 

ECDL equips students with the skills to use a computer confidently and effectively, 

building on existing knowledge and motivating further learning.

The course is equivalent to a GCSE and carries the grades Pass, Merit, Distinction and 

Distinction*.

The course is split into four online exams, students have to pass all four exams. The topics 

for each of the exams are below. 

Module 1– PowerPoint Presentation

Module 2– Microsoft Word

Module 3– Excel Spreadsheets

Module 4– Improving Productivity (Word, Presentation and Excel)

Click here for more information on how to apply.

SENIOR & SIXTH FORM NEWS

ECDL QUALIFICATION RETURNS

A big welcome back to the start of a new term, and the start of a new year.

The ECDL qualification led by Head of ICT Mr McMahon is back!
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SENIOR NEWS

FRENCH

Year 7 were busy 

revising the whole of 

module 1 of Dynamo 

during their French 

classes this week.  

Knowledge 

Organisers at the 

ready! 

FRENCH

Whilst Year 12 

created mind maps 

based on characters 

in the AS Level 

French film, ‘Un 

Long Dimanche de 

Fiançailles’.  

Excellent work, Year 

12!

The detail of these 

mind maps is very 

impressive.

A week in pictures
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SENIOR NEWS

Film studies

Film studies is a 

wonderful A-level option 

here at Rougemont. As 

well as attending online 

lessons with their teacher, 

our Year 13 pupils are 

currently working hard on 

their practical film-making 

NEA. 

This year's offerings include 

spy thrillers using original 

digital Lego animation, 

psychological dramas and 

even an examination of the 

'new normal'. I am so proud 

to be working with such a 

creative group and cannot 

wait to share their finished 

products with you very soon.

Mrs Elms

We’re pleased to 

report that Mr 

Jenkins has 

reinstated his 

‘History Corner’ 

and he’s ready 

for a busy and 

successful term!
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SENIOR NEWS

GEOGRAPHY

Year 10 GCSE 

Geographers are 

learning about 

coasts.

Some super work 

generated via Mrs 

Hughes’ online 

classrooms.

We couldn’t resist 

including this adorable 

image of Head of 

English, Mrs Jones’ cat 

who obviously didn’t 

want her to do any 

online teaching!

We’re pleased to report 

that he eventually did 

move and normal 

teaching resumed!
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WELCOME MISS KEDDIE!

SENIOR SCHOOL:

Rougemont’s Got 

Talent!

Send your entries 

in today!

I wanted to formally introduce myself as we are not able to do this 

in person under the current COVID circumstances. 

I am Ella Keddie (Teacher of Mathematics and ICT from January 

2021). I have been teaching since 2013 and had the chance to 

work in many roles ranging from Teacher of Mathematics, Physics 

and STEM, a Pastoral Leader, as well as Head of Key Stage 3 

Mathematics. 

I am a former Rougemont School student.  I started in Year 4 until I 

completed my A Levels in 2009. It has always been a dream of 

mine to come back to teach in a place I loved so much as a 

student. I am so excited to be given this great opportunity to work 

with outstanding teachers and remarkable students! I look forward 

to meeting you all in person very soon!  

HOUSE 

UPDATE

We warmly welcome our new member of staff, Miss Keddie.

CARADOG

Rougemont's Got Talent launches today!  Entries from across the 

Senior School are welcome and encouraged.  The deadline is 1st 

February. There are lots of categories in which to compete from dancing, 

martial arts, singing or playing your own composition, pet tricks, magic 

tricks….you name it, we want to see it!

Pupils should film their entries and pop them into their house classroom 

for judging. If they enter they get a house point, if they are wearing their 

house shirts they get 2 house points.

There are also points available for 1st, 2nd and 3rd places.

Pupils have been brilliant at getting involved in the house events and 

since lockdown the house system really has been a shining light!

House tutors are Mrs Elms, Mrs Nepean and Mr Jenkins

GWYNOG DYFRIG
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SPORT ROUND-UP

Years 5 and 6 

loved 

Boxercise with 

Mrs Singer and 

Miss Page.

It’s great to see 

so much 

participation 

and engagement 

from our pupils.

Heading 

outdoors to the 

garden for PE 

with Miss 

Marshall.
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It’s wonderful to see that lockdown hasn’t stopped our pupils from continuing to make time for fitness 
and wellbeing.
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SPORT ROUND-UP

Finding new 

ways and new 

places to 

exercise isn’t a 

challenge for 

our pupils!

It may be chilly 

but heading 

outdoors to 

exercise safely 

is key to a good 

day in the virtual 

classroom.

Pupil engagement 

is very positive 

and we’re so 

pleased to see so 

many embracing 

the PE lessons 

set by the Sport 

Department/.
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It’s wonderful to see that lockdown hasn’t stopped our pupils from continuing to make time for fitness 
and wellbeing.
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HOLLIES AT ROUGEMONT

A crisp winter 

walk through 

the School’s 

vast fields 

searching for 

Jack Frost!

Heading 

through the 

woodland and 

back for a run 

on the astro!

Click here for 

more 

information on 

how to apply.

Winter Walks to find Jack Frost
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SIXTH FORM 

VIRTUAL OPTIONS 

EVENING:

Tuesday 23rd

February

For all Year 11 pupils 

and parents

WHAT’S ON

Key dates for your diary this half term
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Date Year Activity Timings Location

Mon 18th Jan Year 8 Parents’ Evening:

8CBr & surnames A –

M of 8LD

4pm – 6.30pm Online

Tues 19th Jan Year 8 Parents’ Evening:

8RG & surnames N –

Z of 8LD

4pm – 6.30pm Online

Mon 1st Feb Seniors Rougemont’s Got 

Talent entry deadline

Wed 3rd Feb Year 9 Parents’ Evening:

9EK & half of 9JC

4pm – 6.30pm Online

Thurs 4th Feb Year 9 Parents’ Evening:

9JJ & half of 9JC

4pm – 6.30pm Online

Sat 6th Feb Year 6 Scholarship/Entrance 

Assessments

TBC TBC

Tues 9th Feb Year 10 Parents’ Evening 4pm – 6.30pm Online

Tues 23rd Feb Year 11 Sixth Form Virtual 

Options Evening

TBC Online

Thurs 9th

March
Year 9 GCSE Virtual Options 

Evening

TBC Online

Tues 16th

March
Year 7 Parents’ Evening:

7DM & half of 7LN

4pm – 6.30pm Online

Thurs 18th

March
Year 7 Parents’ Evening:

7PM & half of 7LN

4pm – 6.30pm Online
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